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About CMT

Counter Measures Technologies Pvt Ltd (CMT), for over a decade has been a 
trusted supplier of world-class arms, ammunition, and special equipments 
to Defence Forces, Central Armed Police Forces and  State Police Forces. 
CMT is proud to invest in manufacturing capacity for arms,  ammunition, 
and equipment under the Make-In-India initiative.

CMT’s manufacturing unit is on par with global standards for Defence
manufacturing. Sprawling over 10 acres of the 300 acres earmarked for the 
Joint Task Facility on a highly secure real estate at Tiruvallur District, Tamil 
Nadu, part of the Tamil Nadu Defence Industrial Corridor, the Battle Arms 
Division is now home for the manufacture & proof test of several calibres of 
Small Arms & Ammunition.

Manufacturing & assembly lines with state-of-the-art machinery, robust 
quality controls of both “Man & Machine” ensure every firearm produced 
supersedes any contemporaries made in India. In-house Proof Testing 
ensures all Small Arms and Ammunition departing production lines are 
tested to global standards.

CMT-JTF is ideally located in Tamil Nadu Defence Corridor & the Tamil Nadu 
State Govt (Industries Ministry), has signed an MoU with CMT for the
production of Small Arms & Ammunition, one of its first in the State.

Our customer base includes valid Indian Arms License Holders -from
farmers to celebrities, sport personalities, professionals such as doctors, 
lawyers, engineers, media personalities, businessmen/women to business 
tycoons, professional shooters, eminent awardees, pilots, bureaucrats, 
police personnel, politicians & so on.

For the commercial Indian market & as per Arms Act 2016, CMT offers, Indian 
market for Self Defence/Protection and the shooter fraternity a wide array of 
calibres such as .22, .357, .380, .40 & .45 with Compact, Sub Compact, Full 
Frame and Slim Line Pistols as per needs and requirements of an
individual license holder for the purpose of “Concealed Carry”.

Individuals have a choice to choose from our production models that fits 
their lifestyle & budget. CMT’s goal is to provide affordable handguns that 
are reliable to defend themselves and to defend those who cannot defend 
themselves.

CMT GLOCK 42, the smallest pistol in our catalogue is an ideal choice of self 
defence for women, it fits into a purse and is one of the best options for 
Concealed Carry. The concealed presence of a G42 offers enormous
confidence to Indian women to make strides in their careers or lives, no 
matter whatever surprises life has to offer.

CMT-GLOCK have been delivering 9mm pistols to the Indian Armed Forces 
for a long time now & CMT-GLOCK pistols evidently have superseded the 
expectations of the Govt and end users nationwide. Now CMT-GLOCK JV 
extends it’s sale into the commercial market with the same promise of 
“Confidence is What You Carry”.



facility



TRIGGER SAFETY
The trigger safety is the first safety in the firing 
sequence. It’s incorporated into the trigger in the form 
of a lever and when it’s engaged blocks the trigger 
from moving rearward. To fire the pistol, the trigger 
safety and the trigger itself must be deliberately 
depressed at the same time. If the trigger safety is not 
depressed, the trigger will not move rearwards and 
allow the pistol to fire. The trigger safety is designed 
to prevent the pistol from firing if its dropped or the 
trigger is subjected to any pressure that isn’t a direct 
firing pull.

Warning: If the trigger is in the forward position the 
pistol maybe loaded 
 

FIRING PIN SAFETY 
The second safety, the firing pin safety,
mechanically drops the firing pin from moving 
forward in the ready to fire condition. 

As the trigger is pulled rearward, the trigger 
bar pushes the firing pin safety up and frees 
the firing pin channel. If you decide not to fire 
and release the trigger, the firing pin safety 
automatically re-engages 

DROP SAFETY 
The final safety involves the trigger bar, which 
rests on the safety ramp within the trigger 
mechanism housing. 

The trigger bar engages the rear portion of the 
firing pin and prevents the firing pin from 
moving forward. 

As the trigger is pulled rearward, the trigger 
bar lowers down the safety ramp and allows 
the release of the firing pin. 

After firing, the trigger bar moves upwards and 
re-engages the firing pin. 

As the trigger is released, all safeties
automatically re-engage.

GLOCK
Safe Action System



G25
COMPACT | .380 AUTO

Because of its small dimensions equal to 

those of the GLOCK 19, the GLOCK 25 in the 

low-recoil .380 caliber can be comfortably 

carried and concealed.

CMT GLOCK 25

Celebrity Series



TECHNICAL DATA

Weight

Caliber
.380 Auto

Barrel Length
102 mm | 4.02 inch

with loaded magazine

785 g | 27.69 oz
28 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 15
Optional: 17

with empty magazine

645 g | 22.75 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

575 g | 20.28 oz

3



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL. MAG.

6 sight radius POLYMER

   sight radius STEEL

   sight radius GNS

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

187mm | 7.36 inch

174 mm | 6.85 inch

32 mm | 1.26 inch

25.5 mm | 1.0 inch

128 mm | 5.04 inch

153 mm | 6.02 inch

152 mm | 5.98 inch   

151 mm | 5.94 inch

71.2 mm | 2.80 inch

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



G36
SUBCOMPACT | .45 AUTO

Six rounds of .45 Auto in a package that fits into 

the hands of any user. The GLOCK 36 presents 

grip ergonomics of the next dimension. 

The GLOCK single stack magazine allows for a 

slim frame and a slide with reduced width.

CMT GLOCK 36

Premium Series



Weight

Caliber
.45 Auto

Barrel Length
96 mm | 3.78 inch

with loaded magazine

760 g | 26.81 oz
28 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 6

with empty magazine

635 g | 22.40 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

565 g | 19.93 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

177mm | 6.97 inch

172 mm | 6.77 inch

30 mm | 1.18 inch

25.5 mm | 1.0 inch

120 mm | 4.72 inch

150 mm | 5.91 inch

149 mm | 5.87 inch   

148 mm | 5.83 inch

75 mm | 2.95 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



G44
COMPACT | .22 LR

The G44 is the ideal pistol to start or enhance 

your shooting experience. The innovative design 

of the hybrid steel-polymer slide chambered in 

our first .22 caliber round provides a lightweight 

and low recoil functionality for optimal control.

CMT GLOCK 44

Lifestyle Series



Weight

Caliber
.22 LR

Barrel Length
102 mm | 4.02 inch

with loaded magazine

465 g | 16.40 oz
26 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 10
Optional: 10

with empty magazine

415 g | 14.64 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

358 g | 12.63 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

185mm | 7.28 inch

174 mm | 6.85 inch

32 mm | 1.26 inch

25.5 mm | 1.00 inch

128 mm | 5.04 inch

152 mm | 5.98 inch   

151 mm | 5.94 inch

70 mm | 2.76 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

153 mm | 6.02 inch
158 mm | 6.22 inch
(adjustable)

DIMENSIONS



G22gen4
STANDARD | .40

The .40 S&W caliber closes the gap between the 

heavy .45 Auto calibers and the 9 mm Luger service 

calibers. By applying the Gen4 technology with the 

modular back strap design and the reversible 

magazine catch to this pistol model, the user may 

instantly customize its grip.

CMT GLOCK 22 GEN 4

Limited Edition Series



Weight

Caliber
.40

Barrel Length
114 mm | 4.49 inch

with loaded magazine

975 g | 34.39 oz
28 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 15
Optional: 15 / 16 / 22

with empty magazine

725 g | 25.57 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

645 g | 22.75 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

202mm | 7.95 inch

186 mm | 7.32 inch

32 mm | 1.26 inch

25.5 mm | 1.0 inch

139 mm | 5.47 inch

165 mm | 6.50 inch

164 mm | 6.46 inch   

163 mm | 6.42 inch

70 mm | 2.76 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



G31gen4
STANDARD | .357

The GLOCK 31 Gen4, in .357 SIG, is the optimal solution 

for those seeking high muzzle velocity and superior 

precision in a reliable, yet lightweight pistol with large 

magazine capacity. 

CMT GLOCK 31 GEN4

Limited Edition Series



Weight

Caliber
.357

Barrel Length
114 mm | 4.49 inch

with loaded magazine

940 g | 33.16 oz
28 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 15
Optional: 15 / 16

with empty magazine

740 g | 26.10 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

660 g | 23.28 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

202mm | 7.95 inch

186 mm | 7.32 inch

32 mm | 1.26 inch

25.5 mm | 1.0 inch

139 mm | 5.47 inch

165 mm | 6.50 inch

164 mm | 6.46 inch   

163 mm | 6.42 inch

70 mm | 2.76 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



G21gen4
STANDARD | .45 AUTO

Remarkable for its accuracy and light recoil, the 

GLOCK 21 Gen4 delivers the power of the .45 Auto 

round with high magazine capacity. The modular 

back strap system makes it possible to instantly 

customize its grip to accommodate any hand size.

CMT GLOCK 21 GEN4

Premium Series



Weight

Caliber
.45 Auto

Barrel Length
117 mm | 4.61 inch

with loaded magazine

1100 g | 38.80 oz
28 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 13
Optional: 13

with empty magazine

830 g | 29.28 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

745 g | 26.28 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

205mm | 8.07 inch

193 mm | 7.60 inch

34 mm | 1.34 inch

28.5 mm | 1.12 inch

140 mm | 5.51 inch

172 mm | 6.77 inch

171 mm | 6.73 inch   

170 mm | 6.69 inch

72.5 mm | 2.85 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



G30gen4
STANDARD | .45 AUTO

The GLOCK 30 Gen4 in the .45 Auto offers excellent 

out-of-the-box precision paired with the ballistic 

quality of this caliber. The Gen4 design of this small 

easy-to-shoot package combines a shorter trigger 

reach with a great magazine capacity.

CMT GLOCK 30 GEN4

Premium Series



Weight

Caliber
.45 Auto

Barrel Length
96 mm | 3.78 inch

with loaded magazine

955 g | 33.69 oz
28 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 10
Optional: 10 / 9 / 13

with empty magazine

745 g | 26.28 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

675 g | 23.81 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

177mm | 6.97 inch

172 mm | 6.77 inch

35 mm | 1.38 inch

28.5 mm | 1.12 inch

122 mm | 4.80 inch

150 mm | 5.91 inch

149 mm | 5.87 inch   

148 mm | 5.83 inch

72.5 mm | 2.85 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



G42
SUBCOMPACT | .380 AUTO

For those discerning shooters who desired the smallest 

GLOCK possible, the company responded with the now 

popular G42 in .380 AUTO with ultra-compact

dimensions and easy-to-shoot characteristics. 

CMT GLOCK 42

Slim Line Series



Weight

Caliber
.380 Auto

Barrel Length
82.5 mm | 3.25 inch

with loaded magazine

450 g | 15.87 oz
24 N

Weight

Mag. Capacity
Standard: 6
Optional: 6 / 6

with empty magazine

390 g | 13.76 oz

+

+
Trigger Pull

System
Safe Action®

Weight
without magazine

345 g | 12.17 oz

3

TECHNICAL DATA



1 LENGTH (OVERALL)*

2 SLIDE LENGTH

3 WIDTH (OVERALL)

4 SLIDE WIDTH

5 HEIGHT INCL.MAG.

6 Line of Sight (POLYMER)

   Line of Sight (STEEL)

   Line of Sight (GNS)

7 TRIGGER DISTANCE*

151mm | 5.94 inch

146 mm | 5.75 inch

25 mm | 0.98 inch

21 mm | 0.83 inch

105 mm | 4.13 inch

125 mm | 4.92 inch

124 mm | 4.88 inch   

123 mm | 4.84 inch

61 mm | 2.40 inch

*FOR GEN4/GEN5 MODELS: Check out the Gen5 Gen4 Technology area
for medium/large backstraps

Technical Data are rounded and do not reflect tolerances-they may
be altered without notice! Subject to technical changes

DIMENSIONS



CMT GLOCK Accessories

CMT GLOCK CARRY BOX

HOLSTER

MAGAZINE SPEED LOADER

CLEANING ROD

CLEANING BRUSH

CMT GLOCK RANGE KIT



CMT GLOCK Accessories

CMT GLOCK RANGE KIT

CMT GLOCK Range Kit is the perfect addition for any range day. 
The CMT GLOCK Range Kit includes GLOCK Hearing Protection 
EarMuffs, Foam Ear Plugs with connection tether, GLOCK Ear Plug 
case, Shooter/Safety Glasses, and GLOCK Cloth Pouch.

This product features:
 
  Shooting glasses with clear poly-carbonate lenses offering
  eye protection and enhanced target visibility. 

  Soft foam earplugs provide noise reduction up to 32 dB and come
  with a plastic GLOCK storage case. 

  Adjustable ear muffs with padded headband that has a noise
  reduction rating of 25 dB.



(Joint Task Facility - Battle Arms Division),
SF No. 122/1,2,3A,3B,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,121/6,

Mappedu Melnallatur Road, Nungambakkam Village,
Tiruvallur Dist-602 002, Tamil Nadu.

E: npb@cmtpl.com
Helpline: + 91 99556 99556

Contact Information

COUNTER MEASURES TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD

Our List of Distributors and Dealers for PAN India is updated on 
our website: www.cmtpl.com periodically. Tremendous amount 

of effort has been put into the selection of our Distributors & 
Dealers nationwide. Our network offers trusted & transparent 

Customer Support / Rapport throughout India

DISTRIBUTORS & DEALERS
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